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•5 “Blue Streak" Engine

close stationary.
chrome-plated pillar at the edge 
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are operated by attractive crank 
handles through a low- ratio regu
lator gear which insures quick 
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•Tfie new “Blue Streak” engine tilators to exclude rain when the 

"Vltfi. which the 1934 Chevrolet is ventilator is open and to prevent 
awered; to more powerful, down draft. They extend outward 
WBoether, quieter and more eco- from the doors just above the 
■oaiical than any of Us predeces- edge of the ventilators and have 
•ore. Incorporating many unique a rolled gutter at their outer 
Mtoign features and refinemeots, edges to catch rain and to insure 
Mto new motor has a bore of stiffness. They are finished in 
J*5-16 Inches and a four inch body color.
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___ by to see and drive—Cfccurefcf/or 1934! Aiidif you arra’t among
to attend the"gal« intrft^ory showing, you’ro going to mn one of the mM
exdting events of the whole motor car year. There never hah be^ a new dem^ 
model with so many basic and sweeping advances as thip one. Its AjJFerenI—totafiy 
nathe anything you’ve seen or anything you tail see in motor cars for X934! ^
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